Abstract: Through full-vectorial simulations and analytical models, we investigate the role of radiation and surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) in the optical interaction between a nano-slit and a parallel nano-groove on a metal surface. We quantitatively confirm the radiaton as the interaction mechanism in perfect electrical conductors (PEC), and verify the role of radiation and SPP in the slit-groove interaction in silver. While the contribution of SPP dominates for the nano-slit and nano-groove placed far apart, the radiation plays a significant role for the nano-slit and nano-groove with smaller separations comparable to one wavelength. We present the first quantitative of the individual contributions of the radiation and SPP on the transmission through the nano-slit.
Introduction
Since Ebbesen's first report of extraordinary optical transmission through nano-hole arrays perforated in metal films [1] , there has been significant interest in understanding, and thus utilizing, the interactions of nano-objects on metallo-dielectric interfaces (see [2, 3] and references therein). Initial theories assign this interaction to surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) [4] [5] [6] , and have been confirmed in various experiments. For example, it is recognized that the metal surface plays a crucial role in the nano-holes interactions: coating a perforated nickel film with a thin layer of silver significantly enhances the transmission [7] . Additionally, two parallel nano-slits separated by many microns in gold are found to strongly interact and the resulting transmission oscillates with wavelength due to their interference [8] . Despite these supporting evidences, however, there are new experimental findings that challenge the SPP interpretation. It is reported that the extraordinary optical transmission in nano-hole arrays are not unique to SPP-sustainable noble metals. Similar phenomena occurs in tungsten which has a positive real part of its permeability and therefore does not support SPP [9, 10] . The SPP model also can not explain the rapid damping of the interaction between a nano-slit and a parallel nano-groove as a function of separation distance observed for small slit-groove separations (see Fig. 1(a) ) [11] . Attempting to resolve these discrepancies, a recent theory proposes a new surface wave, known as the composite diffractive evanescent waves (CDEW), as the interaction mechanism between nano-objects [10, 11] . This surface wave scales as x / 1 (where x is the distance from the diffraction site) and therefore qualitatively explains the rapid damping of the interaction at small separations. However, this short-range characteristic contradicts the strong interaction observed between nano-objects with large separations [8, 11] .
A recently proposed model explains the observed extraordinary optical transmission as a result of two distinct mechanisms: the long-range SPP and a short-range radiation (approximately scaling as x / 1 near the diffraction site) [12] . By incorporating both waves, this theory provides a consistent interpretation of the experiments and a qualitative picture of nano-object interactions at metallo-dielectric interfaces. Of the two mechanisms, only the SPP is included in their analytical model and is concluded to dominate at visible frequencies for long-range interactions. However, for nano-objects with small separations on the order of a single optical wavelength, the contribution from the radiation is substantial, and the real interaction strength is significantly underestimated when only the SPP contribution is included (see Fig. 1 in [12] ). Therefore, a quantitative analysis of the contributions from both the radiation and SPP is important for the design and understanding of most extraordinary optical transmission configurations in which the nano-objects are fabricated with subwavelength separations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The Green's function formalism used in [12] , however, can not quantitatively determine the relative effect of these two mechanisms.
In this paper we present a simplified two-component model which allows for a quantitative analysis of the relative influence of the radiation and SPP on the nano-objects interactions at metallo-dielectric interfaces. The model we propose approximates the radiation for small nano-object separations as a free-space radiation. We apply this model to a single nano-slit dressed by a parallel nano-groove as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . We show excellent agreement between finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations and our analytical model, confirming that in perfect electrical conductors (PEC), which do not support SPP, the slit-groove interaction is solely mediated by a radiation scaling as x / 1 from the groove. In silver, where both the radiation and SPP are involved, we quantitatively verify these mechanisms and compare their relative contributions. 
Scattering of a single groove
To understand the physical mechanism behind the slit-groove interaction and the role of radiation and SPP, we first simulate the scattering from an isolated groove (without adjacent slit) in both PEC and silver (see Fig. 1(b) ). We use fully vectorial two-dimensional FDTD and model the permittivity of silver by a Drude-Lorentz fit to the experimental dielectric constants x-polarized plane wave at λ =0.6 μ m scattered by a 100 nm × 100 nm groove in PEC and silver respectively (here for visualization purpose we choose z E component since it purely comes from the groove scattering, while in other field components x E and y H the scattered field is mixed with the directly reflected field from the metal surface). In the case of PEC ( Fig. 1(c) ), the scattering pattern resembles dipole radiation with a uniformly circular wavefront, and can be expressed as a cylindrical wave ) exp( / 1 0 x ik x ⋅ along the surface. As
damping factor is associated with radiation from a line-source (groove) and is in contrast with the CDEW model which promotes a damping factor of x / 1 [11]. A similar radiation pattern is also observed in the case of groove scattering in silver ( Fig.  1(d) ). Note that as mentioned in [12] , along the silver surface this radiation deviates from its counterpart in PEC since a different boundary condition is implemented. For small x , however, the radiation follows the same x / 1 damping as the PEC scattering. In addition to the radiation, strong electrical field occurs at the silver surface corresponding to SPP generated along the silver-air interface. The SPP wave-vector can be written as ) damps significantly within the first couple of microns. Fig. 1 (f) compares the damping of the SPP to that of the radiation for λ = 1.0 μ m assuming they have the same value at x =1 μ m (as shown in later sections this is very close to the real situation). One can see that the radiation decays quickly and is only short-ranged compared to the long-ranged exponentially decaying SPP. However, for x <1 μ m it becomes larger than the SPP. Based on the results of our groove scattering simulations we conclude that for PEC the slit-groove interaction is mediated solely by a pure free-space radiation, while for silver both a radiation and SPP contribute to the slit-groove interaction. In the following sections we apply our model to explain the slit-groove interaction as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In the next section we quantitatively confirm the radiation interaction mechanism in PEC and its x / 1 scaling. In Section 4 we consider the slit-groove interaction in silver. Since the radiation along silver-air interface deviates from the free-space radiation and its analytical formula is complicated, quantitative analysis of its contribution is rather difficult [12] . However, since we are mainly interested in its contribution at small x where it closely follows the x / 1 damping [12], it is reasonable to approximate it with the free-space radiation and quantitatively analyze its relative contribution compared to the SPP.
Slit-Groove configuration in PEC
To confirm that the slit-grove interaction in PEC is indeed solely the result of a radiation, we fit our FDTD simulations for a slit-grove geometry (see Fig. 1(a) ) to our analytical model. For our FDTD calculation, the slit is 100 nm wide and the groove is 100 nm × 100 nm; the separation between the slit and groove is denoted by d ; the grid size used is 2 nm. To avoid any effect from Fabry-Perot resonances inside the slit [14] , we assume the film thickness to be infinite by truncating the film with perfectly matched layers. This is similar to the treatment in [12] . We calculate the transmission as power flux (~|E| 2 ) through the slit cross section 500 nm below the interface, and the modulation is thus defined as transmission with the presence of the groove normalized to the case without the groove. Figure 2(a) shows the transmission modulation as a function of wavelength and slit-groove separation. Distinct oscillations are observed for a broad wavelength range (0.5~1.5 μ m ) and for slit-groove separation up to 7 μ m. As mentioned above, these oscillations come from interference between the incident light and the radiation generated by the scattering at the groove. To confirm this interaction mechanism, we assume the field in the slit ( E ) as a sum of light directly incident on the slit and the radiation traveling from the scattering site (the groove) to the slit, with amplitude 
We perform a least squares fit of our analytical model Eq. (2b) to the FDTD simulated data ( Fig. 2(a) in Fig. 1(a) ). One can clearly see the excellent agreement for entire slit-groove separation range. Such perfect agreement is observed for the entire wavelength range we investigate.
This confirms that the slit-groove interaction is indeed mediated by a propagating radiation from the groove, characterized by x / 1 damping in amplitude and 0 k in wave-vector. From the fit of our analytical model to the FDTD simulations we show that the magnitude of the radiation peaks when the incident wavelength matches the groove's resonant scattering condition. We plot the fitted magnitude of the radiation ( ) (λ A ) as a function of wavelength in Fig. 2(c) as a solid line which peaks around λ = 0.6 μ m. When resonant scattering occurs, less power is directly reflected and more is converted to the radiation from the groove, resulting in stronger modulation in the slit transmission. To confirm this peak is the result of resonant scattering by the groove we simulate the scattering by an isolated groove and plot the scattered field strength as a function of wavelength as the dashed line in Fig. 2(c) . The excellent agreement between the scattered field strength and the fitted magnitude of the slit-groove interaction ( ) (λ A ) further confirms the slit-groove interacting mechanism in PEC is a radiation scattering by the groove. The resonant wavelength and linewidth can be tuned by the modifying the groove's dimensions. The inset in Fig. 2(c) shows the evolution of the scattering spectrum for a 100 nm deep groove as the width is varied from 200 nm to 2nm. As the groove width decreases, the resonance becomes narrower and shifts to shorter wavelengths converging to λ ~ 0.4 μ m for extremely narrow grooves. This approaches the one-dimensional approximation that the lowest resonance occurs when groove depth is equal to one quarter wavelength [15] .
Slit-Groove configuration in silver
In contrast to PEC, in silver both the radiation and SPP are excited simultaneously and both mechanisms contribute to the modulation of the slit transmission. Figure 3(a) shows the FDTD simulated transmission modulation of the slit-groove system in silver. Compared with the PEC system (Section. 3), the modulation peak is only moderately increased (from ~2.1 to ~2.45; see the colorbars in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a) ), but the overall strength decays more slowly and clear oscillations remain for large slit-groove separations. Also, for a given wavelength, the period of oscillations with d is slightly shorter indicating a wave-vector larger than 0 k . These effects are the result of SPP contribution to the transmission modulation. Similar to Eq. 2, we can model the contribution of the SPP by writing the field in the slit and the transmission modulation as
Here the first term in Eq. (3a) is the incident light, and the second term is the SPP traveling from the scattering site (the groove) to the slit, with amplitude ) (λ B and phase ) (λ φ sp relative to the incident light. In Fig. 3(b) we compare the model for the SPP contribution to the FDTD calculated results at λ = 1.0 μ m (corresponding to the dotted line in Fig. 3(a) ). The circles in Fig. 3(b) plot the transmission modulation as calculated from FDTD and the dashed line is a fit to the SPP model (Eq. (3b) ). As demonstrated in [12], the SPP model alone satisfactorily explains the behavior at large slit-groove separations, since the radiation is only a short-range wave and damps much faster. However, one can see that at small slit-groove separations the SPP model significantly underestimates the modulation strength (see the difference marked by the arrow). This indicates that the contribution from the radiation is rather considerable at small slit-groove separations. In fact, this becomes even clearer when we compare the modulation strength in PEC (Fig. 2(a) ) and silver ( Fig. 3(a) ). Without the SPP contribution, the modulation in PEC decays much faster than in silver. However, at small slitgroove separations, its peak value (~2.1) is still comparable with that of silver (~2.45) and is solely a result of the radiation. Therefore, it is important to quantitatively analyze the radiation contribution along with the SPP contribution to achieve full and accurate description of nano-object interactions. To quantitatively analyze the relative contribution of the radiation at small slit-groove separations, we approximate the radiation with its free-space counterpart in PEC and develop a model incorporating both the radiation and SPP. As explained before, such an approximation is reasonable for small slit-groove separations which are the regime we are interested. In this full model, the field in the slit and the transmission modulation are assumed as
Here the first term in Eq. (4a) is the light directly incident on the slit, the second and the third are the radiation and SPP from the groove scattering, respectively. The least square fitting scheme is used with the amplitudes ( ) (λ A and ) (λ B ) and phases ( ) ( 0 λ φ and ) (λ φ sp ) as the fitting parameters. The fitted curve using Eq. (4b) are plotted in Fig. 3(b) in solid line.
Comparing it to the SPP model (dashed line), one can see that the incorporation of the radiation contribution significantly improve the agreement with simulated data at small slitgroove separations. This also validates our approximation of the radiation in silver as its counterpart in PEC. The difference between the radiation in silver and in PEC increases toward shorter wavelength, and thus the fitting error increases slightly. However, excellent agreement between our two-component model and the simulation is observed for wavelength down to 500nm in our investigation.
By fitting the FDTD data to our analytical model we determine the influence of SPP and the radiation wave on the transmission modulation. Figure 3(c) plots the fitted amplitudes of the radiation ( ) (λ A ) and the SPP ( ) (λ B ) as a function of wavelength. The radiation amplitude shows a peak around 0.85μm, which corresponds to the resonant scattering of the groove which is red-shifted compared to the case of PEC. The SPP amplitude ) (λ B decreases as the wavelength increases since SPP excitation becomes less efficient as the metal conductivity increases [12, 16] . The ratio between the amplitudes of the SPP and the radiation A B / , as plotted in the inset, monotonically decreases over the wavelength range of interest.
Based on our analytical and numerical results we show that the relative contribution of radiations and SPP in nano-object interactions is critically dependant on the wavelength and length scale considered. As shown in Fig. 1(f) , SPP normally decays much slower than the radiation. Therefore at large separations (e.g., double slits separated by many microns), SPP is the dominant interaction mechanism for near-infrared light even if the radiation is more efficiently excited ( A B / <1). As the wavelength further increases, SPP is no longer efficiently excited ( A B / <<1) and the radiation dominates the interaction. The analysis in PEC is an example of this in the limiting case that Fig. 3(b) ) where the amplitudes B and A are about equal. Since the radiation decays quickly (see Fig. 1(f) ), at large slit-groove separations the SPP-only model adequately matches the simulated data. At small slit-groove separations (<1 μ m ), however, it is necessary to incorporate the contribution from the radiation to accurately describe the slit-groove interaction.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we investigate the role of radiation and SPP in the interaction between a nanoslit and a parallel nano-groove on a metal surface. In PEC which does not support SPP, the scattering by the groove generates a free-space radiation scaling as x / 1 in amplitude and has the free-space wave-vector 0 k . We quantitatively confirm this radiation as responsible for the slit-groove interaction, which is in contrast to the CDEW model [11] . In silver, both the short-range radiation and long-range SPP are excited by the groove scattering. Although SPP is the dominant interaction mechanism at visible frequencies, for nano-objects with separations comparable to only one wavelength, the contribution from the radiation is rather substantial. We quantitatively analyze this contribution along with the SPP contribution. The comprehensive analysis presented in this paper may be useful for designing plasmonic devices with optimized interactions.
